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Wisdom 6:12-14 (New Jerusalem Bible): 
Wisdom is brilliant, She never fades.  By those who love Her, 
She is readily seen, by those who seek Her, She is readily found. 
She anticipates those who desire Her by making Herself known first. 
Whoever gets up early to seek Her will have no trouble but will find Her sitting at the door. 

 
January's Focus:  Surprises 
 
Setting:  a candle, a cloth, an image, or symbol on the theme or monthly 
focus. 
 
Music, Song, or Chant:  of your choice 
 
Opening Prayer: 
 
 gathered together am I from a history-held-mystery, 
 a bundle of memories am I. 
 
 caught from smiles and heartaches of faces and places 
 past cherished, given in love from the heart of life. 
 
 surprises from seeds and secrets, gifts from unknown voices 
 and events; here am I, so ordinary, so unique.  here am I, so  
 simple, so complex.  knowing that the seed of my self has the touch 
 of gathered memories; gleaned from the ages of another time, seed 
 and sperm seeking, making known.  
 
 a birthed bundle surprised into life, light filling the center of a new 
 spirit; the blessing of eternity passed on: urgency always to seek 
            the face of [Wisdom] God, first gatherer of all good memories.    
 
    Adapted from Joyce Rupp (The Star in My Heart, p87) 
 



Focus Question:  Can you recall a time when Wisdom surprised you 
(whether be joyful or challenged moment)?  If so, how were you 
transformed?   
 
Sharing:  All have the opportunity to share on the readings and reflection 
for this month. 
 
Wisdom Word:  After all have shared, allow a word or phrase to capture 
the heart of the group’s experience. 
 
Circle Prayer/Prayer Intentions:  Bring to your circle the people, places, 
and circumstances for which you wish to pray. 
 
 
Closing Prayer:   
   
May the Wisdom God of Surprises delight you,  

inviting you to accept gifts not yet imagined. 
 
May the Wisdom God of Transformation call you,  

opening you to continual renewal. 
 
May the Wisdom God of Justice confront you,  

daring you to see the world through Wisdom's eyes. 
 
May the Wisdom God of Abundance affirm you,  

nudging you towards deeper trust.  
 
May Wisdom God who is present be with you,  

awakening you to Wisdom in all things, all people, and all moments. 
 
May Wisdom God be with you.  
  
 
 
 


